Reviewing and Analyzing Diversity in Sci 90T
**Introduction**

Being apart of San Jose State University means being apart of a very diverse group of individuals. There are people from all around the world attending this university, so for the Science 90T class we conducted this experiment in order to show precisely how diverse San Jose State University is by using our class as a sample.

**Methods**

Our Success Group consisted 5 people and each of us randomly interviewed 25 classmates individually. For the diversity part of the assignment we used our class time in the Monday lecture and Friday Activity section to introduce ourselves and fill out each other’s surveys. This part of the assignment was much easier because all of the students were in the same boat. Usually surveying students can be a daunting task because it always feels awkward to ask a random stranger who clearly does not want to be wasting “2 minutes of their time”.

**Findings**

By looking at the diversity portion at SJSU in our Science 90T class, we polled a total of 125 students: 70 males (66%) and 55 females (44%).

The classes were divided as the following: Frosh 65 (52%), Sophomore 33 (26%), Juniors 16 (14%) and Seniors 11 (8%).
Of our diverse group 69 (55%) of the students are the first generation to attend SJSU. While 56 (45%) has family members in previous generations who attended college.

One area where our group was primarily homogeneous was citizenship. Results show that 119 (95%) of the students are US Citizens versus only 6 (5%) who are Non-US Citizens.

Our group are primarily single-language speakers 79 (63%) while 46 (37%) spoke more than one language.
Finally we looked at ethnicity. Our diverse group data shows the following: African Americans 17 (14%), Asians 27 (22%), Hispanic 31 (25%), Filipino 15 (12%), White 29(23%) and Indian 3 (2%). With the exception of citizenship, which was overwhelmingly US Citizens, our group demonstrated the diversity present at SJSU.

**Conclusion**

Altogether our Science 90T class carries about 250 students in total and mainly frosh in the class than upperclassmen. The class has a wide amount of males in the class than females. Many of our classmates are diverse which creates most of them knowing different languages other than English. Most of the students are first generation in their families to be attending to SJSU while the rest are non-first generation. This is what our Success Team can include from our data.
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